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single quadrupole since the iron cross section of the return yoke is reduced and OCR Output

gradient of 30 T/m can be obtained. This value is lower than can be expected for a

With an aperture of 44 mm diameter and a beam-beam separation of 210mm, a

appearance with two poles in each quadrant of the magnet.

aperture quadrupole is shown in Fig. 2. The design has a somewhat unconventional

optical polarities or "DF" seen by the two beams). The cross section of this twin

quadrupoles with identical magnetic properties in the two apertures (i.e. opposite

The FODO structure proposed for the cleaning insertions requires twin aperture

3. QUADRUPOLES

variation along the beam path is less than i; 2 . l0·

across the aperture and a permeability table of the iron core. It can be seen that the field

The parameters of the dipoles are given in Table 1, while Table 2 shows a field plot

coil design and the lowest possible value for the excitation current.

glass-epoxy compound. A reasonable compromise had to be found between a compact

The excitation coils are made of high conductivity copper conductor insulated with a

the same quality as used for the SPS and LEP magnets.

The steel cores are laminated and will be made from 1.5 mm thick low carbon steel of

dimensions resulting from the beam-beam separation of 210 mm.

design is similar to the SPS main dipoles with somewhat larger transverse

length of 6.15 m was chosen. The cross section of the dipoles is shown in Fig. 1. Their

The required dipole strength is 11 Tm. A nominal peak field of 1.8 T with a magnetic

2. DIPOLES

copper coils. Basic parameters for the magnets are proposed in Reference 2.

Quadrupoles and dipoles are of the conventional type, with laminated iron cores and

done by two sets of dipoles.

separated from their normal 180 mm radial distance to 210 mm separation. This is

cleaning sections (Reference 1). For effective beam collimation, the two beams will be

A FODO structure consisting of warm quadrupoles has been proposed for the LHC

1. INTRODUCTION
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aperture quadrupoles to about 3.5 m.

avoid serious manufacturing difficulties, it is suggested to limit the length of the twin

have successfully been made before as octupoles with length of about 1 m. In order to

carbon steel laminations. The coils are made from copper conductor. Such assemblies

excitation coil. As for the dipoles, the yokes are laminated from 1.5 mm thick low

The quadrupoles are assembled from 8 half-quadrants, each with its pre-assembled

”POISOPT" for example.

will probably be possible by using a mathematical optimisation technique such as

output for the field calculations is given in Table 4. A further increase in field quality

The magnetic field calculations were made with the program "FLUX 2 D". A typical

flux lines is shown in Fig. 3.

The main parameters of the quadrupoles are given in Table 3. A cross-section with

noted that this effect is further amplified if the beam-beam separation is reduced.

saturation in the yoke starts for lower values of fields in the aperture. It should be
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TABLE 1 : PARAMETERS FOR SEI’ARA'l`l()N DIPOLES D2 OCR Output

340/ (310 ) KCHFPRICE/ UNIT:

4/(8)NO OF UNITS:

31.0 tCore

2.4 tCopper

WEIGHT:

30°CTemperature rise

30 l/minWater flow

4 barPressure

COOLING:

015 HInductance

50KWDissipated power

Resistance 38 mf!

13'/OACurrent

EXCITATION:

660mmOverall heigh (core)

l080mmOverall width

6.5 mOverall length

6. lmCore length

DIMENSIONS:

6.l5 mMagnetic length

l.8TNominal Field

39 mmGap height
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QUADRUPOLES LIQ2l0 OCR Output
TABLE 3: PARAMETERS FOR TWIN APIZRTURE

l3() KCHFPRICE / UNIT:

24NO OF UNITS:

10 tCore

1.5 tCopper

WEIGHT:

23°CTemperature rise
ll) l/minWater flow

4 barPressure

COOLING:

14 KWDissipatecl power

40 mQResistance

600 ACurrent

EXCITATION:

700mmOverall heigh

8()OmmOverall width

.75 mOverall length

.5 mCore length

DIMENSIONS:

.55 mNingnetic length
SOT/mGrzxdiem

414mmAperture (diam.)
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